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Worldwide Slavery is a $32 billion industry.

Safety Tip:
Keep important phone numbers on yourself at all times, including the number of someone you feel safe contacting if you are in trouble.

If ranked by the Fortune 500, human trafficking would be #97.

**Safety Tip:**
Indiana is a hub for sex trafficking partially because of the accessibility of interstate travel, which offers the fastest route from Chicago to Atlanta. Due to this, we need to be alert in Valparaiso, IN and always go places in groups, especially at night. Carry pepper spray or a taser to feel safer if you are alone.

https://611network.org/about/
SHOP OUR newest ARRIVALS
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Perfect Breed
MODELING AGENCY

Contact:
EMAIL
PBAgency@gmail.com
PHONE
219.333.1232

VALPARAISO, INDIANA 46383

ThePerfectBreed.Weebly.com
NUMBER 10000000000

Nationality: Hispanic
Age: 20
Abduction Site: Walmart - Valparaiso, IN
Current Location: Valparaiso, Indiana
Height: 5'2"
Weight: 110 lbs
Eye color: Brown
Hair Color: Brown
Branded: Yes, alphanumeric on arm
Language: English, Spanish
Education: Some college
Past Occupation: Student
Most Recent STD Test: 06/20/2017
Temperament: Well-mannered
Recommended for: First time buyers

Owner: Roxy
Contact owner for price

NUMBER 150

Nationality: German
Age: 20
Abduction Site: Valparaiso University
Current Location: Valparaiso, Indiana
Height: 5'6"
Weight: 145 lbs
Eye color: Green
Hair Color: Blonde
Branded: No
Language: English, Spanish
Education: Some college
Past Occupation: Student
Most Recent STD Test: 03/12/2017
Temperament: Obedient
Recommended for: First time buyers

Owner: Ghost
Contact owner for price
Tatyana Fazlalizadeh. *Stop Telling Women to Smile.* Posters wheat pasted on the streets. 2012-current
Tatyana Fazlalizadeh. *Stop Telling Women to Smile*. Posters wheat pasted on the streets. 2012-current
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NUMBER 9000

Nationality: Filipino
Age: 20
Abduction Site: Valparaiso University
Current Location: Valparaiso, Indiana
Height: 5'5"
Weight: 135 lbs
Eye color: Brown
Hair Color: Brown
Branded: No
Language: English, Filipino
Education: Some college
Past Occupation: Student
Most Recent STD Test: 10/05/17
Temperament: Playful
Recommended for: Experienced buyers

Owner: Scarlet Star
Contact owner for price
Every 30 seconds another person becomes a victim of human trafficking.

Reporting Trafficking Activity:
88% of victims see some kind of medical professional while being trafficked. Medical staff should look out for signs of botched abortions, branding/tattoos which can include: a pimp's street name, pimp's initials, diamonds, dollar signs, crowns, barcodes on the neck, and alpha-numeric codes on the upper arm.

Perfect Breed
MODELING AGENCY
SALE

MAY 1-15
buy one, get one free.
Limited to one per customer.
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MISSION STATEMENT

Established in Valparaiso, Indiana by owner and president, Madam Rose, The Perfect Breed Modeling Agency aims to please a wide variety of buyers. We have a diverse selection for all tastes. Our modeling agency wishes to pair you with bodies that fulfill your needs.

The agency staff is comprised of talented people who are dedicated and committed to our efforts. Our obedience trainers are some of the best in the industry. We believe that obedience training is crucial to ensure client satisfaction. Each model is taught how to please through submissive roles and other sexual acts. Punishment is used if necessary but we promise not to cause serious harm before we sell them to you to guarantee that you are getting healthy bodies. Our chef is very talented and will make sure that the models are eating healthy and sticking to a diet so that their bodies are functioning at peak performance.

What sets us apart? We have the largest selection of models in the Midwest. Our models outperform the rest of the competition and bring in more revenue guaranteed, or your money back*. The Perfect Breed Modeling Agency aims to provide the best quality at the best prices and we hope that you choose to shop with us!

*Models must be kept for two years while you track revenue before you are entitled to compensation.

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

PARIS
on upvote

I purchased two nineteen-year-olds from The Perfect Breed Modeling Agency. Santa received two in the span of two weeks. I have been buying them for a couple of years. I now own three Perfect Breed Modeling Agency girls. The models are very obedient and considerate. I have been buying here for three years now and I have never been disappointed with my purchases. This year I treated my husband and bought number 407 which I was told was having a bad temperament. 407 was so obedient and considerate. My husband and I are very happy. As for number 467, it was difficult to obtain a few times. I was able to make 467 submissive. I can't be grateful enough when I need to reorder.

Purchased Two 19 year olds
GIFT VOUCHER

Valid only for purchases at Perfect Breed Modeling Agency. Not redeemable for cash. Card does not expire and no fees charged at time of redemption.

VALUE

$100

Sign up for our loyalty program to get on the mailing list and to receive future information regarding sales. Loyalty members receive special discounts and access to VIP events.
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FEATURED BODY: 6

Eyes: blue
Hair: brown
Bra size: 34B
Waist size: 28 1/2 in
Hip size: 38 in
Shoe size: 10
Weight: 145 lbs
Pants size: M

BIOGRAPHY

Featured body: 6 is tall and slim with a slight athletic build. 6 is 22 years old and was studying art at Indiana University. 6 was seen at the gym three days a week and ate a healthy diet. 6 was abducted from Target in Valparaiso, Indiana. 6 came in with an unwillng tempermant but through training we were able to make 6 obedient. 6 would make a great purchase for experienced buyers. 6 is very skilled in sexual acts and learns quickly. The work that 6 has done for us has greatly improved throughout 6’s time here. 6 has been with us for a few years and is ready for a new owner.

If you are interested in purchasing, please contact Papa Platinum. We will include complementary STD testing and branding with your purchase.

CUSTOMER REVIEWS

DINERO
★★★★★
Purchased two models from The Perfect Breed Modeling Agency and they were amazing in every way. They were just as advertised and I was very satisfied with my purchase. I just wish they were able to stop them.

TYCOON
★★★★★
No complaints. They work hard and are guaranteed to bring in constant revenue.

KING
★★★★★
I always shop at The Perfect Breed Modeling Agency and they have the best products available at an unbeatable price.
INTERESTED IN PURCHASING?

Name:  

Email:  

Address:  

Have you ever been arrested?  
Y or N

Have you purchased in the past?  
Y or N

If yes, VIP Member ID:

Where will you store the bodies?  

How clean is your property?

Please list your current models:  

Condition of body:

PREFERENCES

Ethnicity:  
Age:  
Height:  
Weight:  
Hair Color:  
Eye Color:

Language:  
Temperament:  
How many?  
What will be their use?

Questions? Contact us!

Phone: 219.333.1232
Email: PBAgency@gmail.com
Website: PBAgency.com
Location: Valparaiso, IN
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Thank you to SOURCE, my advisors Sarah Jantzi and Aimee Tomasek, and everyone who was part of my project.
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